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What is an Electronic Medical 
Record?
An electronic medical record (EMR) is 
a digital version of a paper chart that 
contains your medical history. Your 
medical information is used by your 
healthcare provider to improve your care. 
The Territorial EMR will allow authorized 
healthcare providers the ability to 
quickly and securely access your health 
information, no matter where in the NWT 
care is delivered.

This includes things like:
	 •	Blood	test	results	
	 •	Letters	from	specialists	
	 •	Diagnostic	Images	(X-rays)
	 •	Prescribed	medications



EMR allows authorized 
healthcare providers to 
quickly and securely access a 
patient’s health information

Your healthcare provider may now 
use a computer to view your health 
information, rather than opening a paper 
folder. Healthcare providers in your 
community will also be able to write 
notes	in	your	electronic	file,	rather	than	
using a paper and pen.



The clinic in your home 
community will be  
able to get all of the 
specialist’s notes on  
the Territorial EMR



What are the Benefits  
of an EMR? 
Using a computer will help your healthcare 
provider	find	information	more	quickly.	If	
you	have	a	long-term	illness	like	diabetes	
or cancer, the Territorial EMR can show 
how you have been doing in the last few 
months	or	years.	It	can	also	be	helpful	if	
you are seeing more than one healthcare 
provider. For example, if you need to go to 
Yellowknife to see a specialist, the clinic 
in your home community will be able 
to get all of the specialist’s notes on the 
Territorial EMR. 

Your healthcare provider can show you 
what your information looks like in the 
Territorial EMR. You can talk to any of  
the healthcare providers at our clinic if  
you have questions.

The clinic in your home 
community will be  
able to get all of the 
specialist’s notes on  
the Territorial EMR



Protecting your Privacy in 
the EMR
Strong policies and controls ensure 
that only authorized healthcare 
providers can access your medical 
record. Your medical information is 
kept	private	and	confidential.	Some	
healthcare providers will only be able 
to see general information in your 
health record (for example: address, 
healthcare card number, date of birth 
etc.). Other providers, like doctors, and 
some nurses will be able to see your full 
medical record.

Your medical  
information is kept private 
and confidential



Healthcare providers in 
the NWT are trained in 
healthcare privacy to 
ensure they understand 
their responsibilities  
to protect your  
health information



Keeping your health 
information secure 
Healthcare providers in the NWT are 
trained in healthcare privacy to ensure 
they understand their responsibilities  
to protect your health information.

As in the past, we will continue to…
	 •		make	sure	all	of	the	information	in	

your record is true. 
	 •	keep	your	record	private.		
	 •		only	collect	the	information	we	

need to care for you.
	 •		help	you	see	your	record	and	

request copies of it. 
	 •		share	your	medical	information	

with other healthcare providers 
involved with your care.

	 •		comply	with	professional	ethics,	
legislation, and policies.



Questions or concerns? 
We can help!
If	you	have	questions	about	the	way	 
we keep records, talk to your healthcare 
provider. For additional information, please 
visit our website. www.hss.gov.nt.ca

K÷spin ki nitawiht÷n ‘ n÷h÷yawihk ◊ma ‘cim◊win, tipw’sin’n.
Cree

˘eriht¯ö÷s dëne sÿ¯in’ yati töa hutsöelkër xa bey’yati the˙fi ˙atöe, nuwe tsöën y◊¯ti.
Chipewyan

If you would like this information in another official language, call us.
English

Si vous voulez ces renseignements en français, contactez-nous.
Français

Jii gwandak izhii ginjÃk vatöatröijfihchöuu zhÃt yinohthan jÃö, diitsöàt ginohknÃi.
Gwich’in

Hapkua titiqqat pijumagupkit Inuinnaqtun, uvaptinnut hivajarlutit.
Inuinnaqtun

b4fx tt6vw5 WJmAFQ5 wk4tgo6ymlt4, s?5t8k5 scM J8N6gt5.
Inuktitut

UVANITTUAQ ILITCHURISUKUPKU INUVIALUKTUN, QUQUAQLUTA.
Inuvialuktun

Kö’hsh◊ gotö‡ne x˚d¸ kö’ hederi ˙ed‡htlö’ yeriniwfl n÷d’ dÿle.
North Slavey

Edi gondä dehg’h gotö‡e zhati’ köÛÛ edat¯ö’h enahddhfl nide.
South Slavey

T¯‡ch· yati köÈÈ dÀ wegodäÃ weköÀho‡z· nflflw· dÀ, gotsöÎ goahde.
T¯‡ch·

1-855-846-9601
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